
PUZZLE
TIPS

HOW TO PICK AND
SOLVE A JIGSAW

PUZZLE !

by

IMAGE

First, define your
aesthetic and goal.

Do you want an easy
single scene or a

collage? Would you
like a cartoon or
realistic painting?

 
 Choose an image you
like because you may
be working on your
puzzle for a while!

Stuck on what
type of puzzle

to buy?

Consider 4 things!

Image

Piece count (Size)

Price

Brand



PIECE

COUNT

Ask yourself, how much
time can I dedicate to

puzzling? How much room
do I have in my home? 
Are you puzzling with

children? 
Puzzle size is usually

based on piece count, 
 unless it is a micro-

puzzle!
 

Higher piece counts,
means more time

dedicated to puzzling to
practice focus and

enhance attention to
detail skills! 

PRICE

What is your budget?
Do you know the

average price of a
similar puzzle you

fancy?
 

 Sometimes, price
coincides with quality. 

A 1000 piece puzzle
can be priced

between $16-$40 USD
 

Price compare on
Amazon, Walmart,
Shopify, Etsy and

Google!

BRAND
What is that brand's
mission? Does it come

in eco-friendly
packaging? Where and

how is it made?
 

 There are many new
companies, so

research and make an
informative decision

that includes:
affordability,

reusability, and effect
on the environment
during production!



PEACEFUL

PLACE

Find a low foot traffic
area for minimal

interruptions and to
decrease the chance of

"lost" pieces. 
We also suggest using a
portable card table or a

puzzle board. 
A wireless, adjustable

light attachment or
desk lamp is also a

great idea to see settle
differences and

decrease eye strain!
 

SO YOU FOUND

THE PERFECT

PUZZLE 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW DO YOU

SOLVE A PUZZLE?

THE

UPSIDE

After you remove all
pieces from the

package, place them
facing upwards.

 
 Turning all the puzzle
pieces on the designed
side, will save you lots

of time later!

follow these 4 easy steps->



OUR BRAND

Quality Content is a small

business located in michigan.

We create affordable,

reusable, eco-friendly

products starting with

puzzles!

Our puzzles are made with

aqueous based coatings and

100% recycled chipboard. 

By using environmentally

materials, we reduce toxic

emissions, minimize waste,

and save trees and

resources!

Our puzzles also come with

minimal dust. no piece peeling,

and with a missing piece

guarantee. That's right! If

you are missing a puzzle

piece or the fit is loose,

contact us anytime and we

will send a replacement at

NO COST to you!  

CONTACT US

Phone: 

Website:

www.QualityContentllc.com

Instagram:

@quality_content_llc

Facebook & TikTok

        313-355-0394

       @QualityContentLLC

 

  

 

SORTING
We recommend sorting the

pieces by detail, color,
texture, and shape. After

sorting, locate all the
border pieces. 

Assemble the edges based
upon the picture of the
puzzle. Start puzzling in
small sections (corner to

center) and look for
possible shape matches.

Check for patterns or color
changes. Move around the
board if you get stuck to
reset your eyes and brain!

QUITTING
Do not forget to take
mental and food breaks
however, NEVER give up!


